Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has long pursued models, theories, and techniques to imbue machines with human-like general intelligence. Yet even the currently predominant data-driven approaches in AI seem to be lacking humans' unique ability to solve wide ranges of problems. This situation begs the question of the existence of principles that underlie general problem-solving capabilities. We approach this question through the mathematical formulation of analogies across different problems and solutions. We focus in particular on problems that could be represented as tree-like structures. Most importantly, we adopt a category-theoretic approach in formalising tree problems as categories, and in proving the existence of equivalences across apparently unrelated problem domains. We prove the existence of a functor between the category of tree problems and the category of solutions. We also provide a weaker version of the functor by quantifying equivalences of problem categories using a metric on tree problems.
Introduction
General problem-solving has long been one of main goals of Artificial Intelligence (AI) since the early days of Computer Science. Many theories on generality and problem-solving have been proposed and yet the task of building machines that could achieve human-level intelligence is still in its infancy.
Humans are good at solving problems because they can reason about unknown situations. They are capable of asking hypothetical questions that can effectively be answered through analogical reasoning. Analogical reasoning is when concepts from one space are mapped to the concepts of another space after noticing structural similarities or equivalences between the two. For instance, having observed how a clay vase is being moulded, one could learn to mentally manipulate other clay objects. Similarly, learning to solve one puzzle could be accelerated if one could relate to previously mastered puzzle games.
Solving problems using analogies requires the ability to identify relationships amongst complex objects and transform new objects accordingly. In its canonical form, an analogy is usually described as «A is to B as C is to D». Despite their intuitive appeal, analogies do have the drawback that, if the structure is not shared across the full problem space, we might end up with a distorted understanding of a new problem than if we had not tried to think analogically about it. It is therefore crucial to find a formalism that translates problems into the representation that allows comparisons and transformations on its structures.
Category Theory is a powerful mathematical language capable of expressing equivalences of structures and analogies. It was introduced in 1942-45 by Saunders MacLane and Samuel Eilenberg as part of their work on algebraic topology [9] . What seemed to be an abstract theory that had no content turned out to be a very flexible and powerful language. The theory has become indispensable in many areas of mathematics, such as algebraic geometry, representation theory, topology, and many others. Category Theory has also been used in modelling the semantics of cognitive neural systems [13] , in describing certain aspects of cognition such as systematicity [28, 29] , in formalising artificial perception and cognition [3, 23] , and in advancing our understanding of brain function [31] and human consciousness [37] .
In the present work, we propose a category-theoretic formalism for a class of problems represented as arborescences [11] . We strongly think that many decision-making and knowledge representation problems are amenable to such structures [8, 32] . The category-theoretic approach to general problem-solving comes as a qualitative alternative to the currently dominant quantitative, data-driven approaches that rely on Machine Learning and Data Science. We aim at identifying the types or common classes in tree problems using category equivalences. The number of types should be much smaller compared to what data-driven approaches to problem-solving usually yield. It should be easier to identify a new situation by its own type and apply the right transformations to obtain the desired solution. Such transformations will be formalised using functors and aim at computing the solutions to the tree problem in multiple ways.
The main contributions of the paper are twofold. We formalise some the most common problems in AI literature in the most generic way possible and give them an algebraic structure suitable to category theory and its functor-based formulation of analogies. The second contribution is the way we combine the problems and their solutions into two distinct categories, allowing us to define equivalence classes on problems regardless of the existence of solutions.
The paper is structured as following. In the next section, we review some of the previous work on general problem-solving and the usages of analogy. In section 3, we introduce the class of problems we are interested in. In section 4, we show how to translate such problems to a category-theoretic representation. In section 5, we show how solutions could be formalised based on functors and category equivalences. Finally, we conclude and highlight the future directions.
Related Work
General problem-solving is not new in Artificial Intelligence and many authors have proposed guidelines for this line of search [20, 34] . One of the earliest theories of general problem-solving was proposed in [26] and relied on recursive decompositions of large goals into subgoals while separating problem content from solution strategies. The approach became later known as the cognitive architecture SOAR [19] and is amongst the first attempts to a unified theory of cognition [25] . In the context of universal intelligence, [14] proposed a general theory that combines Solomonoff induction with sequential decision theory, and was implemented as a reinforcement learning agent called AIXI. The downside is that AIXI is incomputable and relies on approximations [38] . Other approaches to generalised intelligence rely on transferring skills or knowledge across problem domains [35, 36] . For instance, [4, 5] focuses on partially observable non-deterministic problems (PONDP) and provides a way of transferring a policy from a PONDP to another one with the same structure The ability to generalise across different situations has long been the hallmark of analogymaking. One the first attempts to formalise analogies was through the concept of elementary equivalence in logical Model Theory [17] . Most recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) have enabled us to solve visual analogies by transforming a query image according to an example pair of related images [21, 33] . The approach does not exploit the regularities between the transformations and seems to follow one particular directed path in the commutative diagram of the problem if expressed in category-theoretic terms.
As mentioned in the introduction, Category Theory constitutes an elegant framework that can help conceptualise the essence of general problem-solving, and abstract how the different paradigms of AI implement the solutions algorithmically. The practical component of the theory is that it can redefine the algorithms in terms of functors (or natural transformations) across problem and solution categories. However, we think that the real challenge resides in the ability to implement the type of functors that can systematically map input (problem) to output (solution) in a manner similar to what is done in Machine Learning. Although the category-theoretic approach to general problem-solving is still at an early stage of development, the work of [15] can be considered as a recipe for a scalable and systematic usage of functors, albeit in the area of Machine Learning. Particularly, the author defines a training algorithm as a monoid homomorphism from a free monoid representing the data set, to a monoid representing the model we want to train [16] . Most instances of such "homomorphic trainer" type class are related to statistics or Machine Learning, but the class is much more general than that, and could for instance be used to approximate NP-complete problems [16] . This approach is shown to improve the learning scalability in the sense that it starts by learning the problem independently on small subsets of the data before merging the solutions together within one single round of communication.
The more general framework of [1] lays the foundation of a formal description of general intelligence. This framework is based on the claim that cognitive systems learn and solve problems by trial and error [2] . The authors introduce cognitive categories, which are categories with exactly one morphism between any two objects. The objects of the categories are interpreted as states and morphisms as transformations between those states. Cognitive problems are reduced to the specification of two objects in a cognitive category: the current state of the system and the desired state. Cognitive systems transform the target system by means of generators and evaluators. Generators realise cognitive operations over a system by grouping morphisms, while evaluators group objects as a way to generalise current and desired states to partially defined states.
For our approach to general problem-solving to work, an agent should not only be capable of solving the problems specific to its native ecological niche, but should also be capable of transcending its current conceptual framework and manipulate the class of the problems itself. This would allow the agent to solve new problems once deployed in new contexts that share some equivalences with the previously encountered contexts. Generalising across different contexts could be achieved for instance using natural transformations mapping functors between known categories of problems and solutions to new ones.
The capacity of the agent to represent and manipulate common structural relationships across equivalently cognizable problem domains is known in cognitive sciences as systematicity [10] . In general, it is an equivalence relation over cognitive capacities, a kind of generalisation over cognitive abilities. The problem with systematicity is that it fails in explaining why cognition is organised into particular groups of cognitive capacities. The author in [27] hypothesises that the failures of systematicity arise from a cost/benefit trade-off associated with employing one particular universal construction. A universal construction is defined as the necessary and sufficient conditions relating collections of mathematically structured objects. Most importantly, the author proposes adjunction as universal construction for trading the costs and benefits that come from the interaction of a cognitive system with their environment, and where general intelligence involves the effective exploitation of this trade-off.
One distinction between our approach and that of [27] is that we not consider the interaction between the agent and the environment for which the adjunction is defined. We only focus on the functor mapping problems to solutions and do not define its adjoint functor. For our goal of general-problem solving, and given the way we define the problem and solution categories, it would not make much sense to look for a problem given its solutions.
Tree Problems

Definition
We define tree problems as an umbrella term for a class of problems in the area of problem-solving in general and in combinatorial optimisation in particular. While tree problems may be formulated in a number of ways, they all require a rooted arborescent interconnection of objects and an objective function. Given a directed rooted tree with predefined edge labels and a set of terminal vertices, the corresponding tree problem possesses at most one solution. The solution corresponds to a path from the root of the tree to one of its terminal nodes. A problem P is formally represented by the tuple T P = (T, L, A), defined as following.
• The tuple T = (r, V, E) is a labelled tree with root r, a set of nodes V , and a set of edges E ⊆ V × V . The set V is partitioned into a set of internal nodes I and a set of terminal nodes Ω. We note V (T ) and E(T ) as shorthands for the vertices and edges of the tree T .
The numbers n and m are respectively the numbers of vertice and edge features.
• The algorithm A : T → S P implements an objective function that assigns solution S P to T .
Such tree-based formalism is meant to encode a number of decision problems in the most generic fashion. Such problems could share the same structure as it is defined by the tree and differ only in the labels or features that are assigned to the nodes and edges. In the following, we choose to reduce the space of tree structures and restrict our problems to problems that could be represented as binary trees. It is in fact possible to translate n-ary representations to binary representations by transforming branchings like into and altering the edge lengths. In the following, a solution S P to problem P will be encoded as a binary vector of the form S P ∈ {0, 1} n . That is, S P assigns 1 to its i th entry if edge e i is in the solution path. Note that it is possible to imagine solutions that do not possess any problem, but we do not addess such cases.
Characteristic matrix of a tree problem
To find a canonical characterisation of a tree problem we start by defining T as the set of all rooted trees with k terminal nodes (|Ω| = k). We say that trees T a , T b ∈ T have the same labeled shape or topology if the set of all the partitions of Ω admitted by the internal edges of T a is identical to that of T b , and we write T a T b . We say that T a = T b if they have the same topology and the same labelling:
. For any T ∈ T, we define µ 1 i,j as the number of edges on the path from the root to the most recent common ancestor of terminal nodes i and j and µ i,j as the th feature of this edge, and set p i as the value of the th feature corresponding to the pendant edge to tip i. Given all pairs of terminal nodes Ω, we define the characteristic matrix of T as in (1) .
The first row of (1) captures the tree topology and the other rows capture both the topology and the m features encoded by L E : E → R m . The feature vectors M j≥2 are in fact inspired from the vectors of cophenetic values [6] . Note that we have m + 1 < k 2 + k since the number of edges of the tree usually exceeds the number of features that characterise most basic tree problems. For instance, such features are usually restricted to topology, length, probability, or cost. We finally take the convex combination of the vectors to obtain the characteristic function (2) .
The characteristic form φ λ (T) is parameterised by λ ∈ [0, 1] m+1 with m+1 j=1 λ j = 1. The elements of λ specify the extent to which different tree features contribute in characterising the tree T . In this sense, one feature may dominate other features as the elements of λ increase from 0 to 1. For instance, the tree in figure 1a is characterised by its topology and one feature corresponding to the length of its branches. The corresponding characteristic matrix M (T ) is given in figure 1b . Note that the matrix M (T ) is constructed from the mappings defined by L E (T ). For instance, the first column of M (T ) is in fact L E(T ) ((r, β)) = (1, 0.4).
Instances of tree problems
It is possible to find many instances of problems in AI that are reducible to tree structures. For instance, simply connected mazes are mazes that contain no loops or disconnected components. Such mazes are equivalent to a rooted tree in the sense that if one pulled and stretched out the paths in the maze in a continuous way, the result could be made to resemble a tree [24] . Mathematically, the existence of a continuous deformation between the maze and a rooted tree means that they are homeomorphic. For two spaces to be homeomorphic we only need a continuous mapping with a continuous inverse function. A homeomorphism or topological isomorphism is a continuous function between topological spaces that has a continuous inverse function. The existence of such mapping is what will be exploited in our approach by moving between problems' space and solutions' space in a well-principled manner. Instead of working directly on complex structures like mazes, one could convert them to trees, and then study the existence of homomorphisms [7] and other transformations.
For example, figure 2 illustrates a maze search problem and its homologous decision tree problem. In figure 2a, L E : E → R assigns lengths to the edges of the tree T , and L V : Ω → R assigns outcomes to the terminal nodes Ω comprised of goal node(s) and dead-ends. In the decision tree of figure 2b, L V : Ω → R maps terminal nodes to outcomes and L E : E → [0, 1] maps sub-branches to the probabilities of being chosen. An example of implementation of an algorithm A for the decision tree of figure 2b could be defined as A : T → P(E) with P(E) being the set of all paths of T . For instance, if the objective function is to find the most probable path in the tree, then the solution could be expressed as in (3) .
with P(e) = L E (e) being the probability of edge e. Other formulations of (3) could include for instance the preferences over the edges and define the goal as maximising some expected value.
Translating Tree Problems to Categories
Overview of Category Theory
In the following, we give a short introduction to Category Theory and the components relevant to the topic of general problem-solving as previously introduced. For a thorough and in-depth explanation of Category Theory from a mathematical point of view, the reader is advised to use the classical book [22] , and to [30, 39] for the Computer Science point of view. A category C is a collection of objects and a collection of arrows called morphisms. It is formally defined as following.
A class of objects Ob(C).
For X ∈ Ob(C), we can also write X ∈ C. 2. For every objects X, Y ∈ Ob(C), the class M or C (X, Y ) defines the class of morphisms from X to Y . For f ∈ M or C , one may also write f :
, there is a morphism 1 X ∈ M or C (X, X), called the unit morphism, such that 1 X • f = f and g • 1 X = g for any f, g for which composition holds.
Another useful category-theoretic construct is the notion of (covariant) functor, which is a morphism of categories. Given two categories C and C , a functor F : C → C is made of 1. A function mapping objects to objects F : Ob(C) → Ob(C ).
For any pair of objects X, Y ∈ C, we have
) with the natural requirements of identity and composition: (a) Identity:
Functors will be later used to formalise analogies across problem and solution categories.
Problems as categories
In section 3.2, we have shown that any tree T a could be encoded as a matrix M a . In theorem 1, we show that tree problems are in fact a category and we name it T .
Theorem 1.
Tree problems define a category T .
Proof. In order for T to be a category, we need to characterise its objects Ob(T ), morphisms M or T , and the laws of composition that govern M or T .
• Objects: Since each tree is translatable to its characteristic matrix, we will take Ob(T ) to be the set of matrices that encode the trees.
• Morphisms: One analytical way of distinguishing between two tree problems is through the existence of a transformation that maps one to the other. These transformations, if they exist, are the morphisms of the category T that we want to characterise. That is, we need to define the morphisms and their laws of composition, and show that the identity and associativity of morphisms hold. To define M or T , we define a morphism between two tree matrices X (m,n) and
. Since the number of tree edges usually exceeds the number of features (n > m), we need to find the generalised inverse of X T (n,m) that satisfies (4) .
To obtain X −1 , we use the singular value decomposition of X into P , Q and ∆, as in (5).
where P is an n×r semiorthogonal matrix, r is the rank of X, ∆ is an r×r diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements called the singular values of X, and Q is an m × r semiorthogonal matrix. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [12] of X, denoted by X + , is the unique m×n matrix defined by X + = Q∆ −1 P T . The final transformation matrix A (n,n) is therefore computed as (6) .
The existence of X + and A is guaranteed by the nature of the feature matrices and the fact that m < k 2 + k − 1, with k being the number of terminal nodes. In the following, we will be using morphisms and matrix transformation interchangeably. After defining the morphisms of T , we prove that the composition laws within T hold.
• Composition: Let f, g ∈ M or T with f : T P → T P and g : T P → T P . Given matrices A f and A g of f and g, and matrices M P , M P and M P of T P , T P and T P , we have (7).
It follows that there exists a morphism h such that h : T P → T P . Therefore, the composition of morphisms holds and we have (8) .
The laws of composition need to obey the following.
Associativity: Let f, g, h ∈ M or T and their corresponding matrix transformations
Identity: Let f : T P → T P be a tree morphism and its characteristic matrix transformation A f that maps M P to M P . Let 1 T P : T P → T P be an identity morphism. It must hold that 1 T P • f = f = f • 1 T P where 1 T P creates a trivial representation of T P containing the same structure and features. Similarly, 1 T P creates a trivial representation of T P . Hence, there exists an identity morphism for all Obj(T ). This translates to the existence of identity matrix A f such as A f × M P = M P T is therefore a category and we can illustrate it with the commutative diagram of figure 3a.
Solutions as categories
Similarly to the tree problems category, theorem 2 defines the solutions as the category S.
Theorem 2. The solutions to tree problems define a category S.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1. The difference is that the elements of Obj(T ) are m × n matrices while the elements of Obj(S) are 1 × n matrices since the solutions are binary vectors in {0, 1} n . The commutative diagram of S is shown in figure 3b. 
Solving Problems using Functors
Given problem and solution categories, it is possible to exploit analogies between old and new problems using functors. One could think of an analogy as a structure preserving map from the space of problems to the space of solutions, which rightfully translates to a functor. The analogy «S' is to S as P' is to P» can be rewritten as a curried sequence of objects to highlight the transformational aspect:
If we know P , S, and P , and wish to learn about S , we could learn the functor F : P → S . Using the knowledge about P , how it relates to P , and the structure of F, we can either use F(P ) to further learn S and how it relates to S or use Ff to infer S from S. The solution could be found in different ways and with different complexities [16] , depending on how we traverse the commutative diagram. In the following, we propose to characterise the functor that maps category T to category S.
Existence of functors between problems and solutions
Whenever we have a collection of problems, we want to be able to know how to relate them. Mapping problems to solutions requires a level of identification between the two. An isomorphism for instance is the type of strong identification between two categories. If two categories are isomorphic, then they are the same and perhaps differ only in notation. However, isomorphisms are in general rare and difficult to characterise. We can instead "weaken" the isomorphism by descending from isomorphism of categories to equivalence of categories, and eventually to adjunction of functors between categories [27] . This weakening holds in particular for our case of problems since some problems might not have solutions and vice versa. The concept of equivalence of categories is used to identify categories since it is weaker and more generic. We define it by a functor F : T → S which is an isomorphism of categories up to isomorphisms. If F is an equivalence of categories, then it induces a bijection between the classes of isomorphic objects of T and S even if F is not bijective on all the objects [22] . Thus the bijection F is defined as F : (T / ) → (S/ ) and could mainly serve the purpose of identifying classes of problems and solutions as opposed to a one-to-one identification of the components of problems and solutions.
In theorem 3, we prove the existence of the functor F : T → S using the previously constructed categories. We will later propose the weaker version of F in terms of equivalences and through a metric on tree problems.
Theorem 3.
There exists a functor F from the category of tree problems T to the category of solutions S.
Proof. For F to be a functor from T to S, we must show that F preserves identity morphisms and composition of morphisms as introduced in section 4.1.
1. Identity: Let T P ∈ T be given and let 1 T P be the identity morphism in T corresponding to T P . Let 1 F (P) be the identity morphism in S corresponding to F (T P ). We need to show that F (1 T P ) = 1 F (T P ) . In the category T , the identity morphism 1 T P creates a trivial tree problem from an existing one. Similarly, in S, the identity morphism 1 F (T P ) also creates a trivial structure from the same solution. The functor F maps the morphism 1 T P :
Therefore, F (1 T P ) = 1 F (T P ) and the functor F preserves identity morphisms. 2. Composition: Let f, g ∈ M or T such that f : T P → T P and g :
Hence F preserves the composition of morphisms.
F is therefore a functor from T to S and has the commutative diagram of figure 4 . 
From equivalence to metric
The equivalences of categories of trees (T / ) define what can be identified as the level of similarities or analogy between the problems that they represent. Similarly, the equivalence of categories of solutions (S/ ) defines the levels of similarities between solutions. If the tree T P ∈ Ob(T ) is analogous to other trees {T P } P =P , it would be useful to find the "most" analogous ones, for instance to transfer knowledge between the closest ones [36] . This could be done by defining a distance that measures how analogous they are: the more analogous T P and T P are, the smaller d(T P , T P ) should be. We propose to construct such a distance on Ob(T ) and Ob(S) to identify the objects more or less similar. Recall that by definition, a binary relation is an equivalence relation if and only if satisfies reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. These conditions are satisfied by the equality relation = and are "natural" to express what a notion of analogy should satisfy. In that way, equality can be viewed as a particular case of analogy. On the other hand, analogies, as formalised by the concept of equivalence relations, can be viewed as generalisation of equality.
Problem and solution metrics
A metric is the mathematical notion of distance that give structure and shape to a set of objects by forming a space. A function d(T P , T P ) is a tree problem metric if, for all T P , T P ∈ Ob(T ):
1. Distances are non-negative: d(T P , T P ) ≥ 0 2. Distance is equal to zero when trees are identical: d(T P , T P ) = 0 ⇐⇒ T P = T P 3. Distance is symmetric: d(T P , T P ) = d(T P , T P ) 4. Distances satisfy the triangle inequality: ∀T P ∈ Ob(T ), d(T P , T P ) ≤ d(T P , T P )+d(T P , T P ) Now we can define the tree metric based on the characteristic function (2). Proof. The proof is very similar to the one for phylogenetic trees [18] .
In a similar way, we could prove that there exists a metric on the solution space. This case is more trivial since the solutions are binary vectors of {0, 1}
n .
Theorem 5. The function d : Ob(S) × Ob(S)
→ R given by d(S P , S P ) = S P − S P is a metric on Ob(S), with S P , S P ∈ {0, 1} n and . being the Euclidean distance.
The metrics can be used to measure how problems and solutions are relatable. This way of characterising the existence of functors allows us to find the most analogous known problem(s) to a given situation. Given a target problem P we could find the set {(P , S )} P P of equivalent problems that were previously solved, find the convex transformation f that maps P to P and compute S as Ff (S ). This transformation is the type of transfer of knowledge from past to new situations.
Conclusions
The paper proposes a category-theoretic approach that formalises problems that are represented as tree-like structures. The existence of equivalence relationships across the categories of problems and their corresponding categories of solutions is established using functors. Implementing the functors corresponds therefore to solving the problems through means of analogy.
The proposed formalism has yet to be tested on concrete instances of tree-like problems such as maze problems. The future direction is to characterise the functors as encoders in a way similar to [33] and learn the generalised solutions to different maze problem.
